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ABSTRACT

Time-lapse changes in the subsurface can be analyzed by comparing seismic reflection data

from two different states, one serving as the base survey, and the second as the monitor

survey. Conventionally, reflection data are acquired by placing active seismic sources at

the acquisition surface. Alternatively, these data can be acquired from passive sources in

the subsurface, using seismic interferometry (SI). Unfortunately, the reflection responses as

retrieved by SI inherit an imprint of the passive-source distribution; therefore, monitoring

with seismic interferometry requires high passive-source repeatability, which is very often

not achievable in practice. We propose an alternative by using active seismic data for

the base survey and a single passive source (e.g., a seismic tremor produced by induced

seismicity) for the monitor survey. By constraining the source-radiation pattern of the

(active) base survey according to the characteristics of the (passive) monitor survey, we

succeed in extracting the time-lapse response in the image domain. The proposed method

is illustrated with numerically modeled data.
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INTRODUCTION

The study of the Earth’s subsurface has profited from the use of non-invasive techniques

to analyze its structure and to measure the changes occurring in its interior. Techniques

related to seismic methods analyze the changes in the mechanical properties of the subsur-

face. These types of changes can be associated with deformation, fluid flow, temperature

variations, or to modifications in material properties (Snieder et al., 2007), and they might

be caused by natural (e.g., faulted areas, volcanic zones) or anthropogenic activities (e.g.,

gas/oil or water reservoir exploitation). The standard monitoring procedure for analyzing

these changes with seismics is the acquisition of two or more active surveys with controlled

sources: one serving as the base and the other(s) as monitor survey(s) (Greaves and Fulp,

1987; Lumley, 2001).

The challenge of monitoring the changes in the subsurface with passive seismics consists

in producing a repeatable analysis by means of naturally-occurring sources (Ratdomopurbo

and Poupinet, 1995; Snieder and Hagerty, 2004). Seismic interferometry (SI) with coda

waves (Snieder, 2006) can make use of these natural or passive seismic sources to monitor

the changes in the subsurface that may occur over time (Brenguier et al., 2016). In SI,

the crosscorrelation of the recordings from naturally occurring sources between two receiver

stations enables the retrieval of the transmission response between these two (Campillo and

Paul, 2003). The use of this technique with surface waves from passive sources has enabled

the monitoring at volcanic sites (Sens-Schönfelder and Wegler, 2006; Obermann et al., 2013)

and producing-reservoir locations (de Ridder and Biondi, 2013).

Additionally, SI can also employ the body waves produced by passive sources inside

the medium to retrieve the reflection response at the acquisition level (Claerbout, 1968;
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Wapenaar, 2004). The main condition to apply this technique is to have a sufficiently dense

distribution of passive sources in the subsurface. This condition can for example be met in

reservoir-monitoring applications, where passive sources are represented by tremors caused

by fluid replacement, injection-induced fracturing or perturbations in the stress patterns

in the proximity of the reservoir. This technique enables us to monitor the medium using

the retrieved reflection response and study the changes in the subsurface in terms of its

reflectivity. The use of an active base survey can be complemented with the resulting virtual-

source reflection survey in the role of monitor survey (Ugalde et al., 2011; Boullenger et al.,

2014). This approach is referred to as conventional interferometric passive monitoring.

In this monitoring scheme, the retrieval of the reflection response in the monitor state

aims to attain the same illumination characteristics as those of the active base survey;

however, passive sources are in most of the cases sparsely distributed and clustered, thus

distorting the illumination of the estimated reflection response and leaving an imprint on

it. Removing this imprint from the reflection estimate is a non-trivial task and requires

illumination balancing for the case of SI by crosscorrelation (Curtis and Halliday, 2010),

or solving an inverse problem for other passive SI methods (e.g., Wapenaar et al., 2008;

van Groenestijn and Verschuur, 2010). Yet, when passive-source illumination is limited to

a significantly reduced part of the subsurface, inverse SI methods become severely ill-posed

and fail to achieve a good result.

If passive illumination conditions are poor, for instance in cases where only a single

passive source is available, alternative solutions are required. In this paper, we propose a

processing method which adjusts the conditions of the active base survey to those of the

passive monitor survey. We design this method by utilizing reciprocity theorems.
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Reciprocity-based passive monitoring with individual sources

The correlation function of a single passive source contains correlated events induced by

the presence of reflectors in the subsurface. Most of these events represent non-physical

arrivals, except for those trace sections that cover the stationary-phase zone of the reflectors

(Snieder, 2004; Wapenaar and Fokkema, 2006; Schuster, 2009). Using correlation functions

for time-lapse applications would require the physically unattainable situation of the passive

sources to coincide in characteristics and location during both the base and monitor states.

By means of seismic reciprocity, however, the effect of a single passive source in one of

the states can be replicated as if it had happened at the same location in the other state.

This is made possible by formulating the relation between the two states, one represented

by the passive source inside the medium and the other by the reflection responses at the

acquisition surface. Based on this idea, we propose an alternative monitoring method

that requires controlled sources for the base reflection survey and a single passive source

at an arbitrary location for the monitor survey. Since both surveys feature incompatible

illumination conditions, this method aims to adjust the conditions of the active base survey

to those of the passive monitor survey instead of the other way around as is the case for

already existing methods.

Our monitoring method is based on a two-step approach. The first step aims to adapt the

active base survey to the monitor survey by limiting the illumination characteristics, using

the information from the passive-source recording. By equalizing the illumination conditions

of both base and monitor surveys we enable the analysis of changes in the subsurface. The

second step consists in making use of the physical arrivals among the correlated events

in the base and monitor surveys in order to identify the location of the changes in the
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medium. We employ an adapted depth migration scheme for imaging the correlated events

that are related to the monitoring target and in stationary phase. This migration scheme

uses directional constraints based on the illumination characteristics of the passive source

(Almagro Vidal et al., 2014), and is applied identically to the base and monitor surveys.

Hence, the artefacts which could obscure the analysis of changes in the subsurface are

reduced.

We present numerical results of this monitoring scheme in a heterogeneous acoustic

medium to which we apply structure and property changes in a reservoir between the base

and monitor surveys. In Figure 1 the available data to carry out the time-lapse monitoring

are presented. Figures 1a and 1b show the acquisition and medium characteristics at both

base and monitor states, respectively, with coinciding receiver locations (yellow triangles)

and different source locations (red stars / red arrow): multiple active sources are present

at the surface during the base survey (Figure 1c) and a single passive source is located in

the subsurface during the monitor survey (Figure 1d).

PASSIVE MONITORING

In order to analyze the changes in the subsurface between the base and monitor states, we

transform the base and monitor surveys such that they share the same illumination charac-

teristics. The modified monitor and base surveys are constructed using either the ballistic

or the full- fields of the single passive-source recording. The ballistic field corresponds to

the part of the wavefield due to direct incidence from the passive source while the full field

consists of the complete wavefield including interaction with the free surface.

In this section, we describe for each method the construction of the functions employed
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for the passive monitoring analysis, and depict it using the numerical results obtained for a

2-D acoustic medium. The changes in the subsurface can be identified in Figure 1, between

base state A and monitor state B represented in Figures 1a and 1b, respectively. The

modeled results employ an acquisition array at the free surface with 5000 m aperture. The

receiver sampling is 20 m.

In state A we have controlled sources at the receiver locations. In order to retrieve

the reflection response R

y

A
used for the base survey, the source signature is removed and

source- and receiver decomposition is applied at the acquisition level to eliminate both

corresponding free-surface ghost arrivals. Decomposition results are power-flux normalized

(Wapenaar, 1998). In state B we employ the passive recording pobs
B

of the tremor, which

is decomposed at the surface into one-way wavefields and power flux-normalized, but with

its unknown source signature preserved. We use for the source of the tremor a vertical

point-force source (red arrow in Figure 1b), but emphasize that the proposed method is

independent of the type of passive-source mechanism.

Passive monitoring with the ballistic relation

Our starting point is the following relation between reflection and transmission responses

(modified after Wapenaar et al. (2004), equation 22):

T̂−
0
(xA,xB, ω)− T̂−(xA,xB, ω) =

∫

∂D0

R̂

y

(xA,x
′
0, ω) T̂

−
0
(x′

0,xB, ω) dx
′
0, (1)

where ∂D0 is the acquisition surface, the character ˆ means that the field is in the space-

frequency domain and ω denotes angular frequency. In this expression, T̂−(xA,xB, ω)

is the upgoing transmission response observed at xA, at the acquisition surface, due to
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the passive source at xB in the subsurface, including surface-related and internal multiples.

Likewise, T̂−
0
(xA,xB, ω) is the equivalent upgoing transmission response acquired at receiver

location xA but without free-surface interaction. The subscript “0” indicates the medium is

homogeneous above ∂D0. Regarding the original version of this equation, we have applied

source-receiver reciprocity to the transmission responses to describe the wavefields in the

left hand side as upgoing. R̂

y

(xA,x
′
0
, ω) is the reflection response of the domain below ∂D0

with free-surface interaction, recorded at receiver xA from a source located at x′
0
on ∂D0.

In the original derivation all wavefield quantities in equation 1 are power-flux normalized;

however, the expression remains valid when the source at xB is replaced by an arbitrary

type of source (Wapenaar et al., 2011).

Since our passive data correspond to recordings from a real source, the decomposed

upgoing fields obtained from the observed wavefield pobs
B

are defined as follows:

p̂−(xA, ω) = T̂−(xA,xB, ω)ŝ(xB, ω) (2)

p̂−
0
(xA, ω) = T̂−

0
(xA,xB, ω)ŝ(xB, ω), (3)

where ŝ(xB, ω) is the source signature of the passive source in xB. For practical reasons,

we approximate p̂−
0
(xA, ω) with the direct-wave estimation p̂−

dir
(xA, ω) of the decomposed

upgoing field p̂−(xA, ω). The error in the direct-wave approximation is due to neglecting

the downward-radiating source contribution and internal multiples in the wavefield.

Substituting these wavefields into expression 1 for the monitor state B yields:

p̂−
dir

(xA, ω)− p̂−(xA, ω) ≈

∫

∂D0

R̂

y

B (xA,x
′
0, ω) p̂

−
dir

(x′
0, ω) dx

′
0, (4)
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where R̂

y

B
is the reflection response in the monitor state B. Applying crosscorrelation on

both sides with p̂−
dir

(x0, ω), with x0 on ∂D0, we obtain the normal equation:

(

p̂−
dir

(xA, ω)−p̂−(xA, ω)

)

{

p̂−
dir

(x0, ω)
}∗

≈

∫

∂D0

R̂

y

B (xA,x
′
0, ω)p̂

−
dir

(x′
0, ω)

{

p̂−
dir

(x0, ω)
}∗

dx′
0,

(5)

where
{}∗

stands for complex conjugation. This expression can be simplified into:

Ĉdir ,B(xA,x0, ω) =

∫

∂D0

R̂

y

B (xA,x
′
0, ω)Γ̂dir (x

′
0,x0, ω)dx

′
0, (6)

with the monitor-state correlation function Ĉdir ,B defined as:

Ĉdir ,B(xA,x0, ω) =

(

p̂−
dir

(xA, ω)− p̂−(xA, ω)

)

{

p̂−
dir

(x0, ω)
}∗

, (7)

and the source function:

Γ̂dir (x
′
0,x0, ω) = p̂−

dir
(x′

0, ω)
{

p̂−
dir

(x0, ω)
}∗

. (8)

In representations for interferometry by multidimensional deconvolution, the latter function

has also been called point-spread function (van der Neut, 2013). We call equation 6 the

ballistic relation because the reflection response is modified by a source-function exclusively

composed of the ballistic field of the passive source; hence, equations 7 and 8 are referred to

as the monitor correlation function of the ballistic relation and the ballistic source function,

respectively.

In order to compare the base-state reflection response with the monitor correlation
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function Cdir ,B, we construct the equivalent function for the base state A by imprinting the

illumination characteristics of the passive source onto the corresponding reflection response

R

y

A
, analogous to expression 6. This operation makes use of the same source function Γ̂dir :

R̂
Γdir

A
(xA,x0, ω) =

∫

∂D0

R̂

y

A (xA,x
′
0, ω)Γ̂dir (x

′
0,x0, ω)dx

′
0. (9)

R̂
Γdir

A
denotes the illumination-modified reflection response of the base state, that is, the

equivalent of the correlation function that would have resulted from the passive recording if

the same passive source of the monitor state had occurred during the base state. Equation 9

is interpreted in the time domain as a multidimensional convolution of the impulse reflection

responseR

y

A
, with the ballistic source function Γdir . The difference between equations 6 and

9 represents the time-lapse response between the respective reflection responses in states B

and A according to the illumination-modification introduced by the ballistic source function

Γdir :

Ĉdir ,B(xA,x0, ω)−R̂
Γdir

A
(xA,x0, ω) =

∫

∂D0

(

R̂

y

B (xA,x
′
0, ω)−R̂

y

A (xA,x
′
0, ω)

)

Γ̂dir (x
′
0,x0, ω)dx

′
0.

(10)

R
Γdir

A
and Cdir ,B inherit the source-radiation pattern of the same ballistic source function Γdir

and therefore can be directly compared to reveal the time-lapse changes in the reflectivity

of the subsurface between states A and B according to the illumination angles provided

by the passive source. This includes the source characteristics of the passive source in the

monitor state. The ballistic source function contains the power spectrum of the passive

recording, as does the correlation function Cdir ,B; therefore, for the time-lapse analysis, the

source signal is the same in both the illumination-modified base reflection function and the
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monitor correlation function. The direct-wave estimation neglects the internal multiples

and causes errors in both the base and monitor functions. The monitor correlation function

includes correlation artefacts due to the incomplete subtraction in equation 7, and does not

account for other artefacts produced during correlation. Likewise, the source function of the

ballistic relation is missing the correlation artefacts caused by the internal multiples, thus

the illumination-modified reflection function of the base state lacks the artefacts necessary

for an exact comparison with the monitor correlation function. If internal multiples are high

in amplitude, these artefacts can lead to misinterpretations when comparing the correlation

functions.

In Figure 2a we show the illumination-modified reflection function R
Γdir

A
, obtained from

R

y

A
(Figure 2c) after its multidimensional convolution with the ballistic source function Γdir

(Figure 2b). During this construction, the information about the subsurface is provided by

the impulse reflection response. The ballistic source function imprints the illumination

characteristics on the data R

y

A
and the result shows the virtually reconstructed correlation

function of the tremor in state B as if it had happened in state A.

In Figure 3 we show the comparison of the base and monitoring functions using the

ballistic relation. Figure 3a displays the correlation function Cdir ,B which serves as monitor

and Figure 3b shows the illumination-modified base reflection response RΓdir

A
. The difference

of Figures 3a and 3b stems from the changes in the reservoir that we aim to retrieve (the

differences between the model in Figure 1a and the model in Figure 1b). Serving as a base-

reference, Figure 3c shows the correlation function Cdir ,A, that is, the correlation function

of an actual passive source in state A at the same location as the one in state B and with

the same source spectrum and characteristics. Note the similarities between Figures 3b

and 3c, indicating that the radiation patterns of the controlled sources in the base survey
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have been successfully modified to the illumination characteristics that would be obtained

if these data were constructed from the same passive source in the subsurface.

In Figure 4, where we compare a specific trace from the three panels in Figure 3, the

three functions (monitor, base and base-reference) exhibit the same waveform and ampli-

tudes. The overburden remains the same for the base and monitor states, while the reservoir

top reveals the change of the reservoir properties: the interface remains in the same loca-

tion while the contrast becomes negative. The corresponding reservoir-floor signal (in this

case, this would represent a gas-oil contact), visible in the illumination-modified base re-

flection function, disappears in the monitor correlation function. Convolution artefacts and

amplitude misfits of the reservoir-side and later signals are present because we neglect the

internal multiples in the construction of both the base R
Γdir

A
and monitor Cdir ,B functions,

together with the limited aperture of the sources and receivers compared to the depth of

the reflectors.

Passive monitoring with the full-field relation

Changes in the subsurface between the two states A and B can alternatively be analyzed

using the full-field recording of the same passive tremor recording. To this end we use the

following relation between reflection and transmission responses (modified after Wapenaar

et al. (2004), equation 23):

T̂−
0
(xA,xB, ω)− T̂−(xA,xB, ω) =

∫

∂D0

R̂

y

0 (xA,x
′
0, ω)T̂

−(x′
0,xB, ω) dx

′
0, (11)

where the left hand side remains the same as in equation 1 while the wavefield quantities

under the integral now interchange their boundary conditions: R̂

y

0
is the reflection response
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with the medium homogeneous above ∂D0, whereas T̂
− is the transmission response includ-

ing the free-surface interaction. We carry out the corresponding wavefield substitutions from

equations 2 and 3 and write the normal equation of relation 11 by applying crosscorrelation

of both sides with p̂−(x0, ω) during the monitor state B:

(

p̂−
dir

(xA, ω)−p̂−(xA, ω)

)

{

p̂−(x0, ω)
}∗

≈

∫

∂D0

R̂

y

0,B(xA,x
′
0, ω)p̂

−(x′
0, ω)

{

p̂−(x0, ω)
}∗

dx′
0.

(12)

The full-field relation can similarly be simplified as:

ĈB(xA,x0, ω) =

∫

∂D0

R̂

y

0,B(xA,x
′
0, ω) Γ̂(x

′
0,x0, ω)dx

′
0. (13)

The full-field correlation function is defined in this case as:

ĈB(xA,x0, ω) =

(

p̂−
dir

(xA, ω)− p̂−(xA, ω)

)

{

p̂−(x0, ω)
}∗

. (14)

This function proves to be less sensitive to the approximation of using the direct wavefield

when compared to the equivalent expression from the ballistic relation in equation 7. As

for the corresponding full-field source function, it turns into:

Γ̂(x′
0,x0, ω) = p̂−(x′

0, ω)
{

p̂−(x0, ω)
}∗

. (15)

This relation becomes a more complicated source function than the one defined in equation

8, but easier to construct since no time-windowing is involved. Analogous to expression 13,

we construct the equivalent function to CB for the base state A, by using the base-state

reflection response R̂

y

0,A and the same full-field source function Γ̂ in equation 15:
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R̂Γ

0,A(xA,x0, ω) =

∫

∂D0

R̂

y

0,A(xA,x
′
0, ω) Γ̂(x

′
0,x0, ω)dx

′
0, (16)

where R̂Γ

0,A represents the full-field relation of the illumination-modified reflection func-

tion of the base state. Similar to the monitor correlation function in equation 14, this

illumination-modified base reflection function does not rely on direct-wavefield time-windowing;

therefore, inaccuracies in the time-lapse analysis will affect exclusively the monitor corre-

lation function for the full-field relation. The difference between the base and monitor

functions in this case yields a result very similar to expression 10:

ĈB(xA,x0, ω)−R̂Γ

0,A(xA,x0, ω) =

∫

∂D0

(

R̂

y

0,B(xA,x
′
0, ω)−R̂

y

0,A(xA,x
′
0, ω)

)

Γ̂(x′
0,x0, ω)dx

′
0.

(17)

The use of the full-field relation has advantages and drawbacks with respect to the

ballistic relation. Correlation and source functions are easier to compute, the illumination-

modified reflection function is exact and the misleading correlation artefacts due to the

direct-wave approximation affect only the monitor correlation function. On the other hand

the reflection response data from the base survey requires additional processing. The free-

surface multiples and source wavelet should be eliminated, either by surface-related multiple

elimination (Verschuur et al., 1992) or by estimation of primaries by sparse inversion (van

Groenestijn and Verschuur, 2009), providing us the desired impulse reflection response R

y

0,A

in state A.

Figure 5a shows the illumination-modified base reflection function RΓ

0,A when carrying

out the multidimensional convolution of equation 16 between the impulse reflection response

of the base survey R

y

0,A (Figure 5c) and the source function Γ (Figure 5b). Once again, the
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reflectivity provides the subsurface information of the resulting base function.

In Figure 6 we show the result of the base and monitor functions when using the full-

field relation for comparison. Figure 6a shows the monitor correlation function CB. Figure

6b displays the illumination-modified reflection function RΓ

0,A intended to serve as the base

survey. Figure 6c shows the correlation function CA serving as a reference to the estimated

base survey. The features of the virtually created passive-source correlation function re-

semble the result of the correlation function of the actual passive source in state A (see

similarities between results in Figures 6b and 6c).

Figure 7 compares the results of these three functions (monitor, base and base-reference)

and shows that the illumination of the passive source is adequately imprinted onto the

controlled sources of the base survey. The same waveform and amplitudes are retrieved in

the correlation functions. Once again we identify the same signal changes in the reservoir top

and bottom between the base and monitor functions, while the overburden signal remains

unchanged; however, there is a slightly better matching of the correlation artefacts and

the signal of the reservoir flank (see events at 0.6 − 0.9 s and at 1.5 s, respectively). This

confirms that the full-field relation is more reliable than the ballistic one due to its reduced

sensitivity to the direct-wave approximation in its formulation, assuming perfect removal

of free-surface related multiples in R

y

A
.

DIRECTIONALLY CONSTRAINED MIGRATION OF

CORRELATION FUNCTIONS

In this section, we aim to employ an adapted migration scheme to the illumination-modified

base and monitor surveys. This migration scheme was presented in Almagro Vidal et al.
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(2012) and served to image correlation functions from individual passive sources. In this

method, the illumination characteristics serve as a directional constraint in the migration

process, and only those correlated sections that correspond to the stationary phase of pri-

mary reflections are imaged. The illumination characteristics are studied by analyzing the

source function, which encodes the directional information of the passive-source record-

ing pobs
B

at the acquisition array (Almagro Vidal et al., 2014). This analysis identifies the

dominant ray parameter px0 which defines the ray-path of the specular field of primary

reflections from each virtual-source location x0 at the acquisition surface ∂D0.

The migration scheme consists of a forward-extrapolated source wavefield, which uses

this directional constraint, and a back-projected receiver wavefield created by either the

base or the monitor functions. The forward wavefield is constructed, for a given instant t0,

using the directional constraint px0 as follows:

D(x,x0, t0) ≈
1

π
ℜ

∫

∞

0

ĜGB(x,x0,p
x0 , ω) ŝ(xB, ω) e

iωt0 dω, (18)

where ĜGB(x,x0,p
x0 , ω) is a limited asymptotic approximation to the Green’s function

using a single Gaussian beam with initial ray parameter px0 at the virtual-source location

for any image point x in the subsurface. The source signal of the passive recording is

represented by ŝ(xB, ω), which has been extracted from the direct-wavefield arrival. The

dominant ray parameter px0 can be estimated from either the ballistic Γdir or the full-

field Γ source functions. Since they should provide a similar result for the dominant ray

parameter, the forward wavefield construction in equation 18 remains the same regardless

of the function to be imaged, base or monitor, and also independently of the reciprocity

relation employed to build them, ballistic or full-field.
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For the following explanations of the migration scheme, we focus on the full-field relation.

We construct the back-projected field of the illumination-modified reflection function at the

base state by adapting the Gaussian-beam summation method described in Popov et al.

(2010). First, we correlate the respective illumination-modified reflection function R̂Γ

0,A with

individual Green’s function approximated with Gaussian beams ĜGB , from every receiver

location xA, to every image point x, in multiple directions into the subsurface:

R̂
Γ,GB
0,A (x,x0,p, ω) =

{

Ξ̂(p, ω)
}∗

∫

∂D0

{

ĜGB(x,xA,p, ω)
}∗

R̂Γ

0,A(xA,x0, ω) dxA, (19)

where Ξ̂(p, ω) stands for a scaling factor for the initial amplitudes of the Gaussian beam

as a function of the ray parameter (Popov, 1982). This representation of the base function

shows its back projection into the medium in a given direction (expressed in ray parameters,

p). Using expression 19, we construct the back-projected field by summing the Gaussian

beams over the multiple directions/ray-parameters; hence, the back-projected wavefield of

the base function, at instant t0, becomes:

URΓ

0,A

(x,x0, t0) =
−2

π

∫

∞

−∞

ℜ

{
∫

∞

0

R̂
Γ,GB
0,A (x,x0,p, ω) e

iωt0 dω

}

dp. (20)

As for the back-projected field of the monitor function, we employ ĈB in the same manner:

UCB
(x,x0, t0) =

−2

π

∫

∞

−∞

ℜ

{
∫

∞

0

ĈGB
B (x,x0,p, ω) e

iωt0 dω

}

dp. (21)

Since the correlation function CB and the illumination-modified reflection function RΓ

0,A

are constructed using the same illumination characteristics, the imaging process uses the
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same forward wavefield D for each migration result. The imaging condition for the base

state correlates D with URΓ

0,A
:

IRΓ

0,A

(x) =

∫

∂D0

∫ T

t0=0

D(x,x0, t0)URΓ

0,A

(x,x0, t0) dt0 dx0, (22)

and equivalently with the back-projected wavefield UCB
for the monitor state:

ICB
(x) =

∫

∂D0

∫ T

t0=0

D(x,x0, t0)UCB
(x,x0, t0) dt0 dx0. (23)

Finally, the time-lapse response caused by the changes in the subsurface is portrayed by

the difference between the base and monitor imaging results:

∆IB−A(x) ∝ ICB
(x)− IRΓ

0,A
(x). (24)

The same procedure can be applied using the ballistic relation, obtaining I
R

Γ
dir

A

and ICdir ,B
,

using the respective monitor correlation function Cdir ,B and illumination-modified base

reflection function R
Γdir

A
.

In Figure 8 we present the imaging results using both the ballistic and full-field relations,

migrating all the virtual-source gathers like those shown in Figures 3 and 6, respectively.

Yellow triangles symbolize receiver locations, red stars the active sources at the surface,

and the red arrow indicates the location and orientation of the passive point-force source.

The velocity model employed in all migration results is the one from the base state A (see

Figure 1a). Using the full-field relation, Figure 8b displays the migration result ICB
with

the reservoir in the monitor state, using the monitor correlation function CB. The imaging

result of the base state IRΓ

0,A

is shown in Figure 8d. The change in the reservoir contact
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in the latter with respect to the former is noticeable. These changes are already visible

between Figures 6a and 6b. Serving as a reference, Figure 8f shows ICA
, the imaging result

using the full-field relation of the correlation function CA, with an actual passive source in

state A located in the same position as the one in monitor state B. Figures 8a, 8c and 8e

show the equivalent results using the ballistic relation. We have thus successfully obtained

the time-lapse response in the image domain, using a single passive source only.

The time-lapse response can alternatively be obtained from the left-hand side of either

equation 10 or 17. This process avoids the effort of migrating both the base- and monitor

functions. The resulting time-lapse function from equation 17 using the full-field relation

reads in this case:

Ĉ
B−A,RΓ

0,A

(xA,x0, ω) = ĈB(xA,x0, ω)− R̂Γ

0,A(xA,x0, ω). (25)

In a similar manner as discussed before, we construct the back-projected wavefield creating

the Gaussian beam representation of the time-lapse function ĈGB
B−A,RΓ

0,A

as in equation 19,

and using the same expression as in 20:

U
B−A,RΓ

0,A

(x,x0, t0) =
−2

π

∫

∞

−∞

ℜ

{
∫

∞

0

ĈGB
B−A,RΓ

0,A

(x,x0,p, ω) e
iωt0 dω

}

dp. (26)

Since the time-lapse function is obtained from survey functions with exactly the same illu-

mination characteristics (defined by px0), we employ the same forward wavefield described

in equation 18, using the same migration velocity model as before, in order to image the

time-lapse response in depth:
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IB−A,RΓ

0,A
(x) =

∫

∂D0

∫ T

t0=0

D(x,x0, t0)UB−A,RΓ

0,A
(x,x0, t0) dt0 dx0. (27)

Again, this procedure can also be implemented for the corresponding ballistic-relation func-

tions.

Figure 9b shows the time-lapse function CB−A,RΓ

0,A
for the full-field relation, and Figure

9e displays the imaging result corresponding to the time-lapse response of the medium

between states A and B, I
B−A,RΓ

0,A

. A reference of the time-lapse change of the medium is

shown in Figure 9d, where the contrast is illustrated by subtracting the velocity values of

the medium at the base and monitor states (Figures 1a and 1b). Figures 9a and 9c show

the equivalent results using the ballistic relation. These final imaging results are the same

as the ones obtained from the subtraction of the imaging results in Figures 8a and 8c, and

8b and 8d, respectively. By applying any of these procedures, the methodology accurately

images the time-lapse response of the medium using a single passive source.

DISCUSSION

One condition required for the application of this methodology is the transient behavior

of the passive-source signal. This is necessary for the estimation of the direct wave as an

approximation to the monitor correlation function (and source function for the ballistic

relation). If the source signal is not sufficiently transient, the signal of the direct arrival

might overlap with other arrivals such as the free-surface multiples. This situation is more

damaging for the ballistic relation than for the full-field relation. An inadequate removal

of the direct arrival will produce additional artefacts in the monitor function. On the other

hand if the removal of the direct wave becomes too extensive, there exists the possibility of
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removing events critical for the construction of the monitor function.

The quality of the illumination-modified reflection function depends on how well the

acquisition surface covers the horizontal location of the passive source. In the numerical

examples, we have employed a passive source located close to the center of the acquisition

array. If the array is too short or the passive source is located horizontally away from it,

the result of the multidimensional convolution will produce an incorrect estimation of the

illumination-modified reflection function.

This methodology allows, depending on the occurrence of induced seismicity and an

adequate receiver-array illumination range, the possibility of intensive monitoring of the

reservoir for as many time-instances as tremors happen in the subsurface. The time-lapse

responses are estimated each time with respect to the active survey. This would suppose

the permanent receiver array to be continuously recording over time, but the information

obtained would reduce the expense of producing active monitor surveys.

During the imaging process we employed zero-phase correlation as the imaging condition.

The image resolution is thus compromised by the frequency content of the passive-source

signal. This feature however may be overcome by employing alternative imaging conditions

(deconvolution techniques, use of extended image conditions) that could partly remove

the source signal from the migrated result. Another aspect to exploit is the extension of

these techniques to elastic media. This would provide independent imaging results for each

combination of wave types.

The use of reflection data for the base survey assumes this has been acquired by active

sources. If during the base state there exists sufficient illumination from passive sources

in the subsurface, the base survey can profit from inversion-based passive SI methods to
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retrieve the impulse reflection response and thus obviate the use of active sources. The

advantage of these passive SI methods is that they offer the liberty to retrieve the reflection

response either with or without free-surface interaction. This allows the application of

both ballistic and full-field monitoring methods concurrently, without requiring any source

deconvolution and free-surface multiple removal on the base survey; however, this scheme

would only hold if all passive sources employed in the reflection-response retrieval happen

during the same period of time corresponding to the base state, before the changes in the

subsurface take place.

CONCLUSIONS

We have proposed a method that uses a single passive source to image the changes in the

reflectivity of the subsurface between two states. We employed the limited illumination

from the passive source to impose the same source-radiation characteristics on an active

reflection survey. In this process we reduce the illumination range of the active reflection

survey that we employ as base survey, to the limited one provided by the passive-source

recording, that we intend to use as monitor survey. We employ an illumination-modified

reflection function for the base state and a correlation function for the monitor, with exactly

the same illumination characteristics. In order to locate the changes in the subsurface, we

propose to apply the migration of the corresponding base and monitor functions, exploiting

their limited illumination as a directional constraint. We are thus able to produce depth-

migration results of the base and monitor surveys. These migration results, whilst using

their own respective back-projected receiver wavefields, share the same forward-extrapolated

source wavefield. The time-lapse response can alternatively be imaged in depth employing

the same migration scheme.
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In this monitoring scheme the source mechanism and power-spectrum of the passive

source are equally imprinted onto both the modified base and monitor surveys; therefore,

under the conditions of a proper acquisition-array coverage over the passive-source location

and a transient behavior of its signal, the source characteristics of the passive source do not

hinder the estimation of the time-lapse response.
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